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Announcement

Highlights:

https://www.tinyml.org/event/summit-2021/

- Keywords: Premier Quality, Interactive, LIVE … and FREE
- 5 days, 50+ presentations
- 4 Tutorials
- 2 Panel discussions: (i) VC and (ii) tinyML toolchains
- tinyML Research Symposium 
- Late Breaking News 
- 3 Best tinyML Awards (Paper, Product, Innovation)
- 10+ Breakout sessions on various topics
- tinyML Partner sessions
- tinyAI for (Good) Life
- LIVE coverage, starting at 8am Pacific time

What should I do about it:
- Check out the program – you will be impressed
- Register on-line (takes 5 min)

- If interested: Submit nominations for Best Awards 
and/or Late News – February 28 deadline 

- Block out your calendar: March 22-26
- Become a sponsor (sponsorships@tinyML.org)
- Actively participate at the Summit
- Provide your feedback – we listen !
- Don’t worry about missing some talks – all videos 

will be posted on YouTube.com/tinyML



tinyML is growing fast 
2019 Summit 
(March 2019) 

2020 Summit
(Feb 2020)

2021 Summit
(March 2021), 
expected

Attendees 160 400+ 3000+

Companies 90 172 300+ (?)

Linkedin
members

0 798 ~ 2000

Meetups 
members

0 1140 ~ 5000

YouTube
subscribers

0 0 ~ 3000

2018 2019 2020

also started in Asia: tinyML WeChat and BiliBili

2021
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Thomas Elsken

Thomas Elsken is a Research Engineer at the Bosch Center for 
Artificial Intelligence. Thomas received his Master’s degree in 
Mathematics at the University of Muenster and did his PhD on 
neural architecture search at the University of Freiburg and the 
Bosch Center for Artificial Intelligence under the supervision of 
Prof. Frank Hutter. Thomas’ research interests lie in automated 
machine learning. His work focuses on automatically designing 
neural network architectures, also known as neural architecture 
search. More recently, Thomas gained interest in meta learning 
and how meta learning algorithms can be combined with neural 
architecture search methods in order to make them more 
efficient and practical.



Efficient Multi-Objective 
Neural Architecture Search
with Evolutionary Algorithms

Thomas Elsken1,2,  
joint work with Jan Hendrik Metzen1 and Frank Hutter2,1

1Bosch Center for AI, 2University of Freiburg
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Successes of 
Deep Learning 

Motivation

18

Speech recognition

Computer vision in 

self-driving cars

Reasoning in games

Figure from

Cityscapes data set

https://www.cityscapes-dataset.com/examples/
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Motivation
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[Canziani et al., preprint 2017]

Slide courtesy Nikhil Naik

Bigger, more complex architectures…

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1605.07678.pdf
https://metalearning-cvpr2019.github.io/assets/CVPR_2019_Metalearning_Tutorial_Nikhil_Naik.pdf
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Bigger, more complex architectures…
Motivation
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Incepction-V4

[Szegedy et al., AAAI 2017]

AlexNet
[Krizhevsky et al., NeurIPS 2012]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1602.07261.pdf
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2012/hash/c399862d3b9d6b76c8436e924a68c45b-Abstract.html
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Can we automatically learn 

neural network architectures?

‘There is a repeating theme in […] AI research. 

When we want to create an intelligent system, we […] first try to hand-design it […]. 

Once we realize that it’s too hard, we then try to hand-code some components of 

the system and have machine learning figure out how to best use those hand-

designed components to solve a task.

Ultimately, we realize that with sufficient data and computation, we can learn the 

entire system.’

Jeff Clune, AI-generating algorithms, an alternate paradigm for producing 

general artificial intelligence, 2019

https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.10985
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1. Motivation

2. Brief Introduction to NAS

1. Search Space Design 

2. NAS via Evolution

3. NAS via Reinforcement Learning

3. Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms

1. NASH: Single-Objective Neural Architecture Search

2. LEMONADE: Multi-Objective Neural Architecture Search

4. Conclusion

Neural Architecture Search (NAS)
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Search Space Design
Brief Introduction to NAS

24

Chain-structured space

(different colours: different layer types)

More complex space

with multiple branches and skip connections

Categorical & conditional 

search space!

E.g.,

[‘maxpool’, 3] vs. [‘conv’, 5, 16]

Layer type
Kernel size

# filters (only for layer type ‘conv’)

Figures from [Elsken et al., JMLR 2019]

https://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume20/18-598/18-598.pdf
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Search Space Design – Cell Search Spaces
Brief Introduction to NAS
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Two possible cells

Architecture composed of stacking

together individual cells

Introduced by Zoph et al. [CVPR 2018]

normal cell: 

preserves 

spatial resolution

reduction cell: 

reduce spatial 

resolution

Figures from [Elsken et al., JMLR 2019]

http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2018/papers/Zoph_Learning_Transferable_Architectures_CVPR_2018_paper.pdf
https://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume20/18-598/18-598.pdf
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Neural Architecture Search via Evolution
Brief Introduction to NAS
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 Evolve population of neural 

network architectures over 

time

Generate child networks by 

applying mutations to parent 

networks 

Mutations: 

 add layer

 remove layer

 change # filters in conv layer,

 add skip connection 

 …

[Real et al., ICML 2017]

proceedings.mlr.press/v70/real17a/real17a.pdf
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Neural Architecture Search via RL
Brief Introduction to NAS
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[Zoph & Le, ICLR 2017]

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=r1Ue8Hcxg
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Computational costs of black box methods
Brief Introduction to NAS
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 Large computational costs: 800 GPUs for 3-4 weeks, 12.800 architectures trained

Neural Architecture Search with RL 

[Zoph & Le, ICLR 2017]

*A petaflop/s-day (pfs-day) consists of performing 1015 neural 

network operations per second for one day, or a total of about 1020 

operations. 

Analysis of the compute used in 

selected deep learning papers 

Figure from 

https://openai.com/blog/

ai-and-compute

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=r1Ue8Hcxg
https://openai.com/blog/ai-and-compute
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Computational costs of black box methods
Brief Introduction to NAS
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Comparison of different 

NAS methods  (Cifar-10)

[Wistuba et al., preprint 2019]

It’s expensive!

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.01392.pdf
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Network morphisms
Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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Change the network structure, but not the modelled function

(i.e., for every input the network yields the same output 

as before applying the network morphism)

Can use this in NAS algorithms as operations to generate new networks 

 Avoids costly training from scratch

[Chen et al., ICLR 2016; Wei et al., ICML 2016]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1511.05641.pdf
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v48/wei16.pdf
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v80/cai18a/cai18a.pdf
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Network morphisms – an example
Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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We have trained a network

Want to add another Relu-Conv block

Our goal: by initialization, 𝑁2 𝑥 = 𝑁1(𝑥) for every x

Step 1: copy weights of unchanged parts of network:

Step 2: initialize new conv layer to be identity mapping:  𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑤2,2 𝑥 = 𝑥

Then:
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Neural Architecture Search by Hill Climbing (NASH)
Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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[Elsken et al., NeurIPS MetaLearn 2017]

http://metalearning.ml/2017/papers/metalearn17_elsken.pdf
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NASH – Results on Cifar-10
Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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Manually designed 

architectures

Blackbox NAS with RL

Evolution with

network morphisms

RL with network morphisms

(from end of 2017, not state of the art anymore)

Blackbox NAS with Evolution
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Deep learning in practice
Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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Deploying deep neural networks on, e.g., 

mobile devices,

autonomous vehicles, 

robots, …

usually comes with hardware constraints & limitations 

Hardware from deployment scenario is often very different from high end GPUs

 Previous work only optimizes for a single objective: accuracy

Can we incorporate these (hardware) objectives during architecture search?
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Designing Efficient Architectures: LEMONADE
(Lamarckian Evolutionary algorithm for Multi-Objective Neural Architecture DEsign) 

Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms

37

 LEMONADE extends NASH by optimizing multiple objectives concurrently, 

e.g. accuracy and number of parameters (as a proxy for efficiency)

Population in every

generation 

= Pareto front w.r.t. 

multiple objectives

[Elsken et al., ICLR 2019]

Check out our blog post at 

automl.org/automl-blog/

https://openreview.net/forum?id=ByME42AqK7
https://www.automl.org/automl-blog/
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LEMONADE in a nutshell

Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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In every iteration of LEMONADE:

• Sample networks from current population

• Generate children by mutating parents

• Evaluate these children with respect to the multiple objectives.

• Update the population: new population = Pareto front w.r.t. multiple objectives

Check out our blog post at 

automl.org/automl-blog/

[Elsken et al., ICLR 2019]

https://www.automl.org/automl-blog/
https://openreview.net/forum?id=ByME42AqK7
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LEMONADE in a nutshell

Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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Check out our blog post at 

automl.org/automl-blog/

 LEMONADE extends NASH by optimizing multiple objectives (4-5) concurrently, 

e.g., accuracy and number of parameters (as a proxy for efficiency)

Observation: some objectives expensive to evaluate (e.g., accuracy – requires training), while others 

are very cheap (e.g., number of parameters)

 Exploit observation by sampling promising children based on cheap objectives

 Also uses network morphisms (NM)

 Additionally, use approximate network morphisms (ANM) to also allow compressing networks

[Elsken et al., ICLR 2019]

https://www.automl.org/automl-blog/
https://openreview.net/forum?id=ByME42AqK7
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LEMONADE details

Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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Check out our blog post at 

automl.org/automl-blog/

[Elsken et al., ICLR 2019]

sample networks from current population to generate children

https://www.automl.org/automl-blog/
https://openreview.net/forum?id=ByME42AqK7
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LEMONADE details

Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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Check out our blog post at 

automl.org/automl-blog/

[Elsken et al., ICLR 2019]

sampling probability = inversely proportional to population density

https://www.automl.org/automl-blog/
https://openreview.net/forum?id=ByME42AqK7
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LEMONADE details

Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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Check out our blog post at 

automl.org/automl-blog/

[Elsken et al., ICLR 2019]

accept / reject children, fine tune accepted children

https://www.automl.org/automl-blog/
https://openreview.net/forum?id=ByME42AqK7
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LEMONADE details

Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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Check out our blog post at 

automl.org/automl-blog/

[Elsken et al., ICLR 2019]

acceptance probability = inversely proportional to density

https://www.automl.org/automl-blog/
https://openreview.net/forum?id=ByME42AqK7
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Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms
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Comparison of LEMONADE, NASNet (other NAS method, 50x more expensive) 
and MobileNet V2 (manually designed architecture to be efficient)

test error test error
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Optimizing for robustness with respect to hardware faults 

45

[Schorn et al., Springer Neural Computing and Applications, 2020]

Efficient NAS with Network Morphisms

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00521-020-04969-6
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Conlusion

47

NAS has become very popular in the deep 

learning community in last 1-2 years

NAS is not necessarily super expensive 

anymore

Multi-objective NAS allows to search for 

architectures tailored towards specific 

deployment scenarios

Figure from

[Lindauer et al., JMLR 2020]

https://openreview.net/pdf/2d0d2643d5295b6885c025c9313be38f0d3ce47c.pdf


THANK YOU!



BACKUP



Automated design of 
error-resilient and hardware-efficient 

deep neural networks

Christoph Schorn1,2, Thomas Elsken1,3, Sebastian 
Vogel1,2, Armin Runge1, Andre Guntoro1, Gerd 

Ascheid2

1Bosch, 2RWTH Aachen, 3University of Freiburg
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Automated design of error-resilient and hardware-efficient 
deep neural networks

51

 Based on

Accurate neuron resilience prediction for a flexible 

reliability management in neural network 

accelerators, 

Schorn et al., DATE 2018

Efficient Multi-Objective Neural Architecture Search 

via Lamarckian Evolution, 

Elsken et al., ICLR 2019

Self-supervised quantization of pre-trained neural 

networks for multiplierless acceleration, 

Vogel et al., DATE 2019

[Schorn et al., Springer Neural Computing and Applications, 2020]

 Multi-objective optimization of 

 error rate

 architecture sensitivity index (ASI)

 operations per frame

 data transfer

 bandwidth requirement

+ a-posteriori quantization

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=8342151
https://openreview.net/forum?id=ByME42AqK7
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8714901
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00521-020-04969-6
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Automated design of error-resilient and hardware-efficient 
deep neural networks
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 Architecture Sensitify Index

# neurons in layers

pooling factor 

skip connection

factor 

layers in network

[Schorn et al., Springer Neural Computing and Applications, 2020]

Accurate neuron resilience prediction for a flexible reliability 

management in neural network accelerators, 

Schorn et al., DATE 2018

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00521-020-04969-6
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=8342151
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Automated design of error-resilient and hardware-efficient 
deep neural networks
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GTSRBCIFAR-10

[Schorn et al., Springer Neural Computing and Applications, 2020]

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00521-020-04969-6
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Automated design of error-resilient and hardware-efficient 
deep neural networks
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[Schorn et al., Springer Neural Computing and Applications, 2020]

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00521-020-04969-6
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Automated design of error-resilient and hardware-efficient 
deep neural networks
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[Schorn et al., under review, 2019]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.13844
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Automated design of error-resilient and hardware-efficient 
deep neural networks
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[Schorn et al., under review, 2019]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.13844
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Impact of other hyperparameters & data augmentation
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Performance of randomly sampled 

architectures with different training 

pipelines on Cifar-10.

Figure from 

[Yang et al., NAS Evaluation is 

frustratingly hard,  ICLR 2020]

https://openreview.net/pdf/2d0d2643d5295b6885c025c9313be38f0d3ce47c.pdf
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Brief Introduction to NAS

during architecture search final evaluation

[Real et al., AAAI 2019]

Evolution vs. Reinforcement Learning vs. Random Search

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.01548.pdf
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